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PAes reps

I'

speak out on
~ inner city school
--Cheryl Den Boer

Three
Philadelphia Association of
Christian Schools represent at rv e s,
headmaster Rev. Gardner, Mrs. Vivian Dowe, and Rev. Wayne Brauning,
held a public slide- tape presentation
and a question - answer session 0 n
Dordt's campus last Friday evening
April 19. Fewer than forty people attended the meeting, which included two
taped choral singing-reading works by
10-13 year old stu den t s under Mrs.
Dowe's guidance.

~
Coffee house, Wednesday night:
Nancy Matheis, Becky Maatm an,
and Eileen Oliver

Fine Arts Week,

I

April 22-27
Coffee house, Tuesday night:
Gary Wondergem

--~-~~----

---

English Majors Dinner, Monday night:
Cor Barendrecht

This gathering formed part of "P. A~
C. S. Week", at im e when various
groups sponsor activities to earnmoney for the G:hristian inner city schools
in Philadelphia.
Rev. Brauning cited three reasons
for the P. A. C. S. visit, which has become an annual event since the school's
beginnlng five years ago: I) to create
c r 0 s s - cultural inter-action "since
you're not really inner city people out
here"; 2) to interview graduating education majors as possible additions to
the 19- member staff, on.which three
Dordt alumni now serve; and 3) tohelp
raise the $80, 000 in gifts needed to balance the budget.
The schools' goal, aocordingtoheadmaster Gardner, is to "provide a total
Christian educational program for in
ner city children kindergarten through
twelfth grade.
The association now

Veltka mp accepts Christian Heritage position
-o-john Ooms

Professor James Velrkamp, a facultymember for the past eleven years,
hasresigned his position as chairman
ofthe Education Department here at
Dordt, and will take on a new position
at Christian Heritage College in San
Diego, California.
Veltkamp said
that after
he had inquir ed into this
post, he was interviewed by the presidentofthis college.
Veltkarnps
recommendations were of such a naturethat he received an appointment
recently.
Veltkamp's new station will involve
a two-foldt ask.
He will be head of
theTeacher Education Department and
also be assistant to the Dean. As depar t m e n t head, Veltkamp will give
leadershipin the teacher education
program, with emphasis on Christian
education. A s assistant to the Dean
hewill be in v 0 I ve d in securing the
properaccreditation for the college.

Christian Heritage College is a fouryear liberal arts college. It is affiliated with the Conservative Baptists,
but "i fin t ends to be conservative
evangelical, " said Veltkamp, He also
said that his Reformed stance will not
be threatened, because he can agree
with the college's statement of purpo s e . Veltkamp considers this appointment a challenge because Heritage College is involved with setting
up Christian day schools throughout
California, an aspect which he' is very
interested in. Veltkarnp said Heritage
College has observed that" Reformed
Ch r is t i a ns are more successful in
Christian day schools than any other
Protestant group. "
When asked why he had considered
the a p poi n t m ent in the first place,
Vel tkam p said that for almost five
years he had had concerns about the
influence of the A, A. -C. S. philosophy

on cam pus and the direction of the
College. He has never full y agreed
with the 1968 statement on Scriptually
Oriented Higher Education. He also
stated that he is alarmed at some of
the administrative decisions relative
to teaching personnel this year.
Veltkamp said that he was very impre sse d by the programs Dordt offered, and the quality of the students
up 0 n graduation. He attributed this
quality to the ability of some students
to side vs tep Ai Ai Cc S. influences.
Veltkamp will be starting his new job
this fall. Because of the Board's recent notice of his resignation, no replacement has yet been considered.
A s for his immediate future, Veltkarnp plans to teach at the South Dakota State University during the summer,
as he has been doing for the past four
years.

Message from the advisor

Famous last words
.

--Janet

Vlieg and John Stroik

After another yea r of flurrying cycles of planning sessions,
writing and layout, the Diamond has ,completed its last issue. Julius De Jager has ftred his last salvo at the Athletic Department,
Cal Thininga can now learn first hand if freedom of the pre ss
does exist at Dordt, and Janet Vlieg can lay down her responsibilities with a ,sigh of relief - or regret.
But in amore serious vein 1want to compliinent the Diamond
staff for a job well done. Thanks to advances in photography and
darkroom techniques, the quality of the photos lias improved, the
typing staff has been industrious and tireless in their thankless,
difficult task; layout has im proved considerabl y, proofreading and
corrections have achieved near perfection; the circulation department has performed well lately, and editing and editorial dectsions
have been handled responsibly and with goodjudgement. So thanks
_staff, it's been a good year.
.
.

In about two weeks, the class of '74 can start thinking about
joining the Alumni Association. Tears? Hardly. Seniors are
(at least they should be) more than eager to leave this place.
Dordt isn't Pleasant Acres; you don't stay here forever. Strong
in what they've learned,' anxious for new schools, jobs, lives,
seniors reflect with satisfaction on four years of hard work.
But ,the end of the school year isn't the time for sweet nostalgia. These past eight months were anything but sweet. It was
a time when the typical Joe and Jane College concerns faded into
the background, a time of dis covering that the very nature of academic community lends itself to controversy.
On Dordt's campus
we witnessed
an open clashbetween two currents in the Reformed community, those dub bed
Jack Vanden Berg
"the, Reformed Calvinistic Evangelical Pietists" and "the ReAssociate Professor of English
formed Calvinistic Kuyperians." While 'it might have seemed
that education in the formal sense fell by the wayside, the conflict
was in itself an educational experience, And yet we shouldn't
come away believing that the differences extend no further }han i'II'II"I"III'I'II"I"I"""""'I'''''''I''I''I''I"1"'111'1'1111
the Christian academic world. Whatever we do after Dordt'<-tn
our occupations , in church, in our social and political life, in all
our different callings - -the battle lines will be drawn, we'll have
to 'take a stand. We'll have to ask ourselves, as Dordt did this
I
year what it means "to be Reformed, "to be Calvinistic, " "to
be Christian. "
Dordt changed in 1973-74, but its purpose remained firm.
Growing, changing, reforming, improving, all those signs of
somethingdn the move, don't necessarily imply relativism. Peroops the news that Dordt'stands on principle accounts. for the in,
creased freshmen enrollment. Well over 300 have already apA motley of ad hoc groups has mushroomed in the
plied for admission, compared to 220 at the same time last year.
soil of grass roots America. Pro and con impeach"
All of us share in a concern for Dordt's future, not as a forment organizations are busy rallying support for
tress for the status quo or a financial enterprise, but as an institheir
cause. National Nixon support groups are
tution of quality Christian learning. Thus we can't ignore the
two in number: Americans for the Presidency and
problem areas. Course and professor evaluations, thorough and
the National Citizens Committee for Fairness to
specific, are a must. And instead of adding more courses to
the Presidency. Their activities are generally limalready over-worked professors, how about doing justice to the
ited to running pro -Nixon ads in newspapers across
programs now in existence? Rather than have scholarships as
the country.
Dordt's drawing card, let's have more faculty with expertise,
Anti-Nixon forces have coalesced into the Nationand the ability to communicate that expertise. Then we miglt:
alCampaign to Impeach Nixon (NCIN)Organization.
avoid covering the-secondhalf of a course in the last three weeks.
It is joined by such groups as the American Civil
And if we believe man has a psychological dimension, let Dordt
Liberties Union, Americans for Democratic Action
hire a qualified counsellor. Campus pastors are not psycholoandtheAFL-CIO. On a personal , local level memgists.
bers of these organizations engage in signing petiLet's be practical, let's be cautious, remember the historical
tions, manning telephones, canvassing neighborsituation, stayin the black; yes, but if those objections are born
hoods, writing letters and meeting with their electoffear and $$$$, they don't reflect the Dordt that moved forward
edrepresentatives.
One group plans several mass
in faith. Only that faith which brought us where we are today,
demonstrations.
/
will bring us further.
The purpose of these activities is to send Congress
a message in the belief that it will respond. Impeachment is the goal and democratic institutions
,
are the means. The methods of the NCIN provide
a contrasting, sharp relief to last decade's yearn
of rage , especiallywhenit is realized that its lead'e.rshipIs from the Left. Ted Glick, one of the Harrisburg 8, is coordinator of the NCIN. He revels
inl his new closeness to "ordinary people. ". They
are drawn together in peaceful, yet active, nega.... bIiJIIed
by 1ho·lludents
Dordt ColI.... VIews expr ...
lion of Nixon's beleagured status quo. Their genlid AIe.,not
thole of the student bod)', faculty. or IdminiJ.
tration. SubsCriptions available at $1.50 per academic year, September
eral attitude seems to be one of "either purge or
to May. A4d.rell all conespondence to the Diamol)Cl, Dordt CoUetet
vindicate, butmakethesystemwork."
The attitude
SIoux Center, Iowa 51250.
of Glick and his Left cohorts in the NCIN cannot be
Edib-ID-eh1ef.
J.... e Vlleg
ascribed to all veterans of the revolutionary Sixties;
many still feel the system has long ago defaulted its
Ne... EclI_ Cab:lD :rwD:li.ga
chance to work. Yet perhaps the rather silent SevFea_Editor>
J<1ameZ1nkalld
enties can in part be explained by Leftists joining
Sparta Edi_
Jullw De Jager
ordinary people who are riled up and are demandL"CXlt Editor> meD VUeg
Typing Editor: Heidi Van Kuiken
ing justice
from our ordinary legal processes.
Photography Editor: Bill Siebefsma
Let's hope they aren't disappointed.
Distribution Manager: Sharon Kamps,
A change in tactics can also be seen in AFL-CIO
Faculty Advisor: Mr. Jack Vanden Berg
pro-impeachment acti vity. .Instead of the usual lobbying and arm -twtsting they are merely applying
News Reporters:
Bert Adema , Joy. 'Bomer, Cheryl.
pressure from constituents in the belief that voters
Den Boer, Mike Knisely, Gfil Stockmeier , Sharon Ter
hold power to sway the Hill on this one,
Horst, Keith Vacdcrbrug , Adrl Verhoef, Nigel Weaver
Sports Writers: Lee Luhrs , Wilma Hettinga, Cheryl
The influence of these groups combined with the
Otte , Clarence Oudman
new toughness of the House Judiciary Committee
Feature Write IS: Cheryl Den Boer, Pat De Young, Kathy
andNtxou's burgeoning tax problems are ill omens
Feikema, Tina La BreDZ, Becky Maatrnan
that
the President had better heed or vitiate - -i m\
Cartoonist: lugene Vanden Bosch
mediately. HouseSpeaker Carl Albert has predict. layout Workers: Margaret De Vries, Cheryl Den Boer,
edimpeachment by mid-July. Newsweek magazine
.Arlis Kragt , Sharon Ter Horst, Vern Van Hofwegen,
Heidi Van Kuiken, Adri Verhoef
reports a "nowpervasive feeling in Washington that
Typists: Martje Kesting, Lynn Le Mahieu , Mary
he will be impeached before the summer is out. "
Meuzelaar
.
It seems almos t euphotious to believe that truth by
Distributors:
Helen Flfkkem a , Judy Hibma, Marilyn
trial will come out in a few months. Next year's
Van Till, Glenda Visser
Diamond
political columns can analyze the meaning
Phctographersr
Becky Meatman, Nancy Matheis, Cal
of it all.
Meuzel aar , Sharon Morey, Berwyn Steel
J
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Atthelast Diamond meetonApril 15, the newsperstaff approved Cal vn
lUininga
as editor- in -chtef
forthe74-75 school term.
junior in the Pre-Sem
program,Tuininga comes
from'Winnipeg,Manitoba.
Hisqualifications for the
b inc!uded one year as a
nev;s
reporter and one as
new s editor, as well as
trainingina
journalism
d an expository writing
course.
Ashis editorial staff for

ordl

next year , Tuininga appointed John Ooms, news
editor; Cecil Van Niejenhuis, sports editor; Vern
Van Hofwegen, feature editor; Ellen Vlieg, layout
editor;
Nancy Matheis,
photography editor; Martje
Kesting, typing editor; and
Sharon Kamps as distribution manager.
Mr. J a c k Vanden Berg,
Associate
Pr ofessor 0 f
English, will serve as facu I t Y advisor to the newspaper staff once again.

•
acquires

teaches 410 students,
grades K to 8, ulum includes gym and art, drama and
at three locations,
and is seriously
choral reading, turtles,
and time for
planning to begin grade 9. It has de- knitting and basketball.
veloped its' own curriculum
"thoroughIy from a Christian perspective, " acMrs. Dowe bubbled with pride for the
cording to Gardner.
ten cheerleaders
whom she coaches;
The chtldren work in "levels" rather
"The boys can't win withoutthem,"
me
than "grades,"
This allows some to
said.
The basketball team, made up
advance to a higher level during a term
of "som e of the fi n est young men
fourteen students have done this in the
(grades six to eight) in the entire city, "
1973-74 school year.
Although chilwon the championship or- the Eastern
dren in Philadelphia's
public schools
Division of Christian Schools this year.
work on or ahead of the expected pro- Although" the trophy it earned is "tra vficiency.
.
el ing", Mrs. Dowe confidentlyassertThe school attempts to educate chiled that it will remain with P. A. C. S.
dren as total persons.
Thus its curric"for posterity. "
Because the school's "first hope is to
serve children of the kingdom, " it accepts students fir s t from Christian
homes; those whose-parents
can agree
with the P. A. C. S. constitution.

four professors
--John Ooms

ADiamondinterview with
.Ribbens revealed that
ur new professors
will
inthe faculty next year.
CarolAddinkis returning
oDordt after a year of
aduatestudy, Previousphe spent two years at
rdtas a teaching assts t. She will be teaching
rallnterpretation courses
ad freshman Eng lis h
urses101and 200. She

'.'I i

II have completed her
Masters
degree at the University of Minnesota.
Garrett Allman will sib
stitute for Noel Magee of
the Music Dept. who has
been granted a leave of ahsence , Allmanhasearned
his Master's
at the New
England COnservatory
of
Musrc., Boston, Mass. At
this moment he is studying
at Pacific Luthern Univer-

nformalion Forum
Atits fourteenth and last meeting of the school
rm,Student Forum debated the new smoking polcyformulatedby the Student Personnel Committee,
'1Stockmeier of the SPC reported that there shall
no smoking in North and East Halls, except in
be lounge and basement.
West Hall will allow
okingasusual. ,Senior representative
Dick Rtetled a one-man opposition to the new ruling.
orumpassed a motion to support the SPC decision.
Thisweek may be the last time the Fine Arts Fes-'
'valis held for one full week. At their last meet, the Special Events Committee dectded to hold
t year's FAF on a series of weekends ,reported
Crepresentative Jay Van Groningen.
Dormopenhouse hours may be extended if a mo'onby Jay Van Groningen meets with positive reionin the SPC, [ay suggested that each dorm be
owedthe option of three open houses per week,
leadof one, Forum sent a recommendation
to
t effect to the SPC.
Nextsemester's seniors will be allowed only one
s/Fail course, instead of two, according to a
wP/F policy, Juniors may have one as well, alughSophomores are now out of the P IF picture.
,k Heinenof the Instructional
Policies Committee
plained the upcoming change and said that P IF
lllnotbe permitted either in a student's major or
theteaching minor,
In absentee, Lee LOOrs reported by way of note
ttheTeacher's Education Committee is presently
aluatingnextyear's prospects for practice teach, Aswell during the last few weeks the TEC has
een occupied considering
difficulties
raised by
e of this year's practice teachers.
Dick~1Ema of the Adrnis storrs Committee reported
tnomeeting of his committee has been held ~since
onelast semester.
Concerningscholarships , President of the Forum
n Struik explained that the motion made to the
tructionai Policies Committee was directed to the
ongcommittee. DeanDougias Ribbens informed
uik that in fact no committee extsted to deal with
tparticular issue.
When Struik presented For's recommendation to the Student Life Senate,
irman of the Senate President B. J. Haan offered
form a study committee to weigh the pros and
and perhaps articulate what principle '. if any,
rlies the granting of scholarships,
The comtteewillconsistof President Haan, four students
a fewfaculty and administrators,

sity doing advance a work
in m u sic.
He '.'I i 11 be
Dordt's part - time piano
instructor.
George Faber is cornpletinghisPh.D.
this summer
at the University of WesternMichigan.
He has had
10 years of secondary teadr
ing experience
and will
take over courses in education.
•
Kenneth Bussema, from
Northern Arizona University, has had special education and counselling experience for the past 2
years at the Shohto Boarding School at Shohto , Arizona. Psychology students
will findhim atthe headof
their clas ses.
Dr. Ribbens said t hat
no replacement
to fill the
vacancy left by Van Houte
resignation will be sought.

The schools receive some state aid
(or, as meeting moderator
De Groot
termed it, "more realistic distribution
of tax monies") for counseling andguidance, special education andadministra
tion, visual aides and textbooks, and
busing,
Federal aid under "Title II"
gives the school some money for library books.
In the question session via cards passed out earlier in the meeting, some
one asked why the children, shown on
the slides dressed so well. In answer,
Mrs. Dowe reminded the audience that
" to us the s e are normal,
everyday
children."
That parents send them to
a Christian
s c h 0 0 I, she continu e d,
shows their concern, a concern which
also leads them to dress their children
as well as possible.

,

Band moves
to the outdoors
The Dordt College Concert Band, weather permitting, will play in an outdoor band concert (set up
near the library),
Thursday, May 2, at 7:00 p. m.
In case of rain, the concert
moves to the gym-auditorium.
The band, directed by
Mr. Gerald Bouma, will
perfor ,m music of a lighter
nature-some pop and show
tunes
and familiar light
classical arrangements.

Faculty

Under a recently passed rule, though,
students n ow wear uniforms -- as do
those in most private, and parochial
schools in Philadelphia.
They "are adjusting quite well" to the new dress
code, although, in Mrs. Dowe'swords,
"Mr. Gardner spends most of his day
running around tr:lring to collect ties, putting them back on." P. A. C.S. administrators
seem to dislike some aspects of the uniform dress cede, but
they seea need for conformitybecause
of competition among those who could
not afford to dress as well as some of
their classmates,
and because of an
increasing number
of "dungarees,
sneakers,
and shorter dresaes , "
Someone suggested that the uniforms
might foster a greater sense of l oya lty
fortheschooI.
Mrs. Dowe agreed that
they might, but added, "They already
ha ve a tremendous
loyal t y to that
school, They didn't need uniforms for
that. "

squeaks

Dor.dts faculty will scamper <from its
nest on Monday, April 29 to offer a
"Squeak Show" to all who will trek to
C-160 and volunteer
50¢ for the
P. A. C. S. fund. The group will offer
two showings ; one at 7:00 p. m. and a
second at 8:30.
Coordinator Carol Veldman has pegged the affair "Squeak Show" because
"the theme is kind of mousy."
She described it, bafflingly, as "a series of
plotlessness.
"
"There's
nothing more fun than coming to see faCUlty members
act 1ike
idiots,"
Veldman said.
At this, her
next-neighbor Arnold Koekkoek called

,

show

across the hall, "As long as you know
it's just acting."
In this spirit,
the
faculty seems determined
not to rely
on photography's "cheese" for audience
smiles.
'
Entertainment
will inc! ude some renditions in Reader s Theater style, a
monologue, and other "goodies" which
Velldlman prefers not to disclose until
that night.
This same group presented a program
called" Facullty Follies" as the culrniration of P.A. C. S. week last year. Again the Philadelphia Association
for
Christian
Schools wi I I receive a II
funds.
l
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Hatfield at. Northwestern
--Pat De Young

Tuesday ,evening, April 16, Oregon Senator Mark Hatfield
addressed an auditorium full of Sioux County residents, Dordt,
and Northwestern students at Northwestern College in Orange
Cay.

After the ceremony of conferring an honorary Northwestern
doctorate upon Senator Hatfield and a reading of I Kings 22, the
Senator
took the podium and began his address by confessing
thatthe task of a Christian politician is neither well-defined nor
easy. Characterizing "civil religion" a s that which'enshrines
the status quo and national self-righteousness, Hatfield called
i~ste~d for individual and national repentance and seeking God's
WIll in acts of humble love, justice, and service. Our national
selfishness will inevitably end in disaster, Hatfield stated, and
o n l y the reconciling force of uncompromising Christianity expressed in compassion for all men will act as counter-action.
Mark Hatfield, fi fty - two years old, an -Army veteran, and
father of four children, is known as a conservative Republican
"dove, "and increasingly as a uniquely Christian statesman. He
began his political career in the Oregon legislature in 1951. After serving tw 0 terms as Governor of Oregon, he was elected
in 1966 to the United Stated Senate.
The C h ri s ti an polttician, he explained Tuesday evening, fs
confronted on every side by demands for conventional political
thinking. Often its e ems that goals "must" be sacrificed to
expedience. Hatfield admitted, "Within the political culture we
can be come so satisfied with what we can get, that we ignore
what we know in our hearts to be right," He also mentioned the
subtle pull of egotism, an insatiable drive which can lead a politician to confuse himself with the Issues , turning discussion into personal attack-r-counter'-attack.
Hatfield stated bluntly, however, "Conventional political wisdom and activity has left us morally bankrupt." And although
God's truth
seems totally irrational to the world' a Christian
~olitician is not concerned first of all with saving himself poritical.ly, but rather with seeking God's will for his ownlife, Thus
his "ego-problem" is also solved.
Our c ul t u r e does not accept the ultimate authortty of Jesus
Christ; the l' e for e, according to Hatfield, it is not Christian.
Yet it is religious. But such a "civil religion" has nothing to do
w i th God's standard of righteousness, as it teaches "my country, right
or wrong" in the midst of war, racism, militarism
and exploitation. We cannot be the salt and light of the world,
Hatfield emphasized, unless our ultimate obedience is to Christ,
not t,oCaesar. A church which echoes the values of society cannot be evangelistic.
'
. Truly Christian repentance and acts of love and justice must
be brought into our world, Hatfield repeated, and time is not on
our side, especially with respect to our relationship to the third
world. Until now, the United States' investments in poorer nations has been financially very profitable. However, by the year
2000, twelve of the thirteen natural resources essential to American in d u s try will have to come primarily from the third
world. The tables may then be turned.
He m o r e clearly illustrated America's imperialism and exploitation of poor nations in terms of food. Only Americans eat'
meat for sustinence , he Slid, --117 pounds per capita per year.
In a year the average American also does away with 150 pounds
of vegetable protein (cereals) directly, and ave r 1800pounds of
c ere a 1sin the form of meat, milk and eggs. Poorer nations
whose people eat vegetable protein for sustinence average 400
pounds of grain - -a fourth of what we feed pigs, cows, and chickens - -per capita per year.
America's meat-eating, according to Hatfiel'd's figures, is an
expensi v e process:
One acre of land can produce over 400
pounds
of vegetable protein (corn) but only 9 pounds of meatprotein. ItIs eve n more expensive in terms of rel ationships ,
Hatfield declared, "The greatest threat to the United States is
hunger - <t h e threat of struggle between the "have's" and the
"have-not's." And as long as the United States continues to define progress
in terms of Gross National Product, the threat
remains. American materialism fin d s a comfortable alliance
with militarism; Hatfield referred to james 4:1-3 linking materialism to selfishness, jealousy, suspicion, hatred, and war. .
Yet as Christians, Hatfield countered, we can proclaim and
bring
Good News and reconciliation through the power of the
Holy Spirit. In the Cross we are given the power and perspecti ve 0 f love - -God's unmeri ted love for us which we can share
with the poor, outcast and.disenchanted. Through the Cross .he
continued, we can love even our enemies. And the Cross .also
teaches us that Christ came to forgive all sin, both private and'
corporate,
-

"We have been dominated by pragmatic leaders who ha
ways led us to the same frustrations and loss of faith,"
said. "Isn't it time Christians stand up and say, 'I believe
it will show in what I do!'?" Warning the Christian com
against compromise, he stated that Romans 13 must alw
read in the light of Rcvelationvj.j ,
Ha tfi e 1d concluded, however, with an optimistic chal
"America stands
at one of its greatest moments in his
a moment of hope and opportunity. But... 'the reality ofw
face is spiritual. Only by spiritual renewal can the indi~
the system and our credibility with other nations be resto
"Christians see the u n i t y of all mankind. Anythingvi
this reality is violating God's truth. Ideologies and natio
must be conquered by God's love, by the Cross of Chris
Compassion is the ultimate of our citizenship responsibili

Beyond Hatfield,
N. Van,
--Nigel

On April 17, 1974, the 10calNACPA chapter gave a criti
a speech given by Senator Mark Hatfield at Northwestern. the
vious evening. 'I arr tved at the meeting with some misgivin
to the possibilities of conducting a meaningful critique int
sence of the one whose speech was under scrutiny. 1 left .
fears and misgivings confirmed. .
After some reflection, it appears that Prof. N. VanTii
a different senator speaking on a different topic in a difl
place than the one I heard. Prof. Van Til opened his cr iti
saying that he felt Hatfield's speech had been "perfunctor
versimplified, and superficial."
Following the eisegesisgesis methodology Mr. Van Til proceeded to read into the
of the speech Senator Hatfield's supposed Anabapttsuc, d'
sational istic, and Armenian tendencies. These actions and
icisms can only serve to hurt the body of Christ and are tl
the least unfair. Perhaps Hatfield cannot go so far in his
cal theoretics as those whostand in a Reformed, Kuyperiar
tage, nevertheless Senator Hatfield, actively engaged in JII
needs support. encouragement and aid in his lonely stand
criticism of an "unacceptable" doctrinal pedigree.
Senator Hatfield was also faulted by Prof. Van Til for de
primarily with "gettingtheworldfed" and Van Til often dis
a sarcastic and somewhat callous attitude in the comments
But perhaps we should examine the problem of foodshortage
American investment in third world countries before wedis
Senator Hatfield's "superficial idealism."
First and primarily, the average American is rich bey
telling when compared with the vast majority of the world's
ulation.
"Try seeing the world the waya third ofthe world's
people see it. Imagine that there are I, 000 people in the world. Sitting at a banquet table eating or wasting 40%of the world's food are 164
people. A few of them are Japanese, one is from
another part of Asia, one is black, one is Latin.
one is an Arab- -all the rest are white; 60%of
them are from the U. S. The Americans have
incomes of $4,250 a piece. and all 164 have incomes in four figures. The remaining 836 are
non-white except for one Southern European,
one Eastern European, and one American.
Their incomes are in three figures or less; 26
nations that betong to the U. N. have per capita
annual incomes of less than $100. Less than
V40th of what we get. And 20%of their childrendiebefore·theyare one year old (compared
with 1.5% of those at the banquet table). The
836 are kept out of sight of the 164. " [The PostAmerican, volume 3. number 2, page 3] -American Chnstlans should heed God's Word to His people
prophets and the NewTestament by acknowledging their re
sibility to these people, which is precisely what SenatorHa
admonished his audience to do.
Mr. Van Til appeared, at times, to have completely mis
the point. For instance, he stated in reply to Senator Hat
suggestion that we switch from consumption of meat pr
to cereal protein,. that "If we never ate beef again we woul
be able to feed the rest of the world!" There is withouta
a failure on Van Til's part to see that a partial solution toa
lem of this size and complexity is better than no solution,
While Hatfield stressed the fact that we must love beca
were first loved and that it should not be necessary for pea
"earn our love," Van Til downplayed our role in the food
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sumption process. His view was to return the responsibility to
the laps at the third world nations, stating that they too have a
responsibility to the Gospel of Christandmust feed themselves.
Despitethe fact that India, as Van Til said, would be better fed
if it slaughtered its sacred cows, we do well to remember that
America's "sacred cows" have also contributed to the problems
confrontingthe world's hungry. Mr. Van Til pointed to Am erican
gifts of rice and other foodstuffs to Asian countries in the past
andthat these have more often ended up in the hands of corrupt
governments or had been sold on the black market.
He noted Senator Hatfield's neglect to see that as "the third
worldnations arise they too become materialistic and close their
doorsto our missionaries."
This only serves to show what great
teachers American businessmen are. Prof. VanTil's handling
ofquestions concerning American investment in Canada, Europe
andLatin American countries left much to be desired. The rightwingeconomic nationalism and laissez -faire policies advocated
by Prof. VanTil and Taylor failed to.display any of the richness
ofthe Kuyperian heritage Senator Hatfield lacked!
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How Christian is it when a person in France or Italy, Brazil
or Canada looses his job because of a decision made in L. A. ,
New York or Washington? Cari we really criticize the rising nationalism in these countries, or is it merely a reciprocal action
in the face of American imperfaltsm and self-aggrandizement?
We face a grave danger'at Dordt of assuming a theoretic s uperioritywhichwemayormay
not have, It's one thing tositand
.forrnulate all the implications of Christ's redemptive work and
another thing to work these out in practical life-situations. Perhaps it's time for us to move the blisters from our backsides to
the palms of our hands and the soles of our feet where they belong. We may take all the sociology, philosophy. history, and
political science courses we want but forget that Wounded Knee
Reservation is less than half a.day's drive from our classroom.
We may attend all the activities of PACSweek, and even reach
Into our pocket, but never spend our spring- break in the inn e r
city of Philadelphia. We may have all the insights we, or the
rest of Christendom need, yet lack the consistent political courage of a Mark Hatfield.
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God's Glory
in Creation
--Bert Adema

Chris
Stoffel Overvoorde's
presence at
Do r d t during Fine Arts
Festival should be apprecia te d by all who are
working towards a greater awareness
of God's
glory in creation. Many
of hi s "m uI ti -ortginal
prints", now on show in
th e SUB, reveal his personal idea of art; "Art is
a search for meaningful
visual forms expressing
Biblical values. "
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As a print maker, Chris
Stoffel has taught at Calvin for eight years, and is
pre sen t I Y an assistant
professor ofart. His finished works com e from
thre e different creative
processes:
A. starting
with a preconceived
image and then working it
out; B. playing with mate r i a I s and the skills to
create a design without a
c o m p Le t e concept, and
C. then with the material
and skills working it into
a finished visual form.

Commercial art andart
are tw 0 different things
for Mr. Overvoorde. He
feels that art is a combl ranrn of skills and the creative while commercial
art is just the mechanics.
Chris
Stoffel is concerned with the awareness
of Chrfstians towards art.
For him, art is a part of
Christ's dominion and thus
can be used to glorify
God.
The artist as a
C h l' is tian spontaneorsly
uses art to serve God in
a creative extension Of his
own reactions.
The
Christian
community,
through
the artist; becomes aware of a celebration 0 f life in Christ; its
hopes, 'joys and sorrows.
Some Chris
Stoffel
prints nowexhihited in the
SUBmay be bought, while
the others
he wishes to,
keep for himself. But we
may see in his 'works the
creati ve vis u a I expressions of a Christian who
is working out his calling
in art.

Misapplied Interpretation
--Mark

Okkema

April 18, 19, 20, and 22 saw the performances of the Knight
of the Burning Pestle (by Francis Beaumont), in C-I06. A very
prrrnis ing set laid in wait-c-one with good aesthetic appeal, very
slilitingfor a seventeenth-century play and a stage that guaranteed
great utility. The student-director and basic designer, Gregg
Sjoerdsma, along with Bert De Rooy,
and Bruce Aardsma
should be complimented.
But--what occurred on stage was not something to be highly
praised, Rather than being an educational play making ,an honest search for the true Beaumontperformance, slapstick was played up, black humour was given a predominant function. Distracting elements of crude humour were emphasized to attract
audience attention. A fine example: Bert De Rooy, who played
Dwarf, continually diverted attention from the main plot,
Although such diversions may be funny for the audience, their
reacttonshould not be seen as the norm for what goes on stage.
The audience displayed a rather 'uncritical spirit, searching for
something to laugh at in a craving for entertainment.
Thus it is no wonder that an essential misinterpretation of the
Cont, on page 6
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play was applied on stage during the performance. The result:
Beaumont's true intent was not seen or revealed. As Mr. Koldenhoven, director of the play, stated previous to the performances, the point of the play is merriness.
And yet, this was not
brought out properly. JohnFluck, whoplayed Mr. Merry thought,
was not portraying the true Mr. Merry thought of Francis Beaumont. Rather than being simply the jolly ol ' drunk that he was,
more lines should have been retained to indicate Beaumont's belief that the philosophy of "life is mirth" is a serious alternative
to the shallow, pseudo -Christian, avaricious life of the prudish,
snobbish, and stupid, rising middle -class. Mr. Merry thought
is truly the center of the plot and the unifying factor, evidenced
whenJasper (Dennis DeGroot) andLuce (Hilda Haveman) are fully
united again. Both are brought together with Venturewell (Gary
Wondergem), as well as Mr. Merry thought's acceptance of his
wife (Cheryl Van Zee).
For Beaumont, the life of the play lies in the tension that exists
between the two polar ends: Mr. Merry thought, and the middleclass viewers, 1. e. the Citizen (Mike Epema) and his wife (Hattie Allen). It is precisely this tension that was lost in the performances.
The Wife could have beert much more a "hen-pecky" woman,
practically breathing dow n the neck of her husband, batter ing
him with a shower of high-pitched, scratchy-throated remarks
of a middle-class worn a n who is stupid, though she thinks she
knows it all. Because of the Wife's stupidity, Hattie Allen should
have evinced a more absorbed attitude to the proceedings, believing each Iine she heard to be the literal truth. Bothhusband
and wife could have displayed a greater physical possesston of
the stage, with a simultaneous growing evidence of their aesthetic stupidity.
Within the "p lot, more tensions should have been created between a 11 those who the Citizen and wife adore, (Mrs. Merrythought, Michaql, Mer chant, Humphrey) and the others (Jasper,
Mr. Merrythougbt, Luce), Rafeandhis Dwarfand Squire should
h a ve bee n put into sharper contrast with the opposing acting
troop.
For this reason, l think Rafe should have been shown in a comtlletely different light. This is n a t to say that Dan Dykstra did
not do a good job of acting--in
fact, I think he truly stole the
show. (Was that a deliberate parody of Nixon, Dan??) But, I
believe Beaumontintended Rafe and his fellow actors not to have
been good actors. Moreover, Rafe is not large, but an imp. He
is not valiant, but a coward. He is not handsome, but ugly. His
apparel, given, to 11im by the other actors, should therefore be
ndlculnis and sl ovenous, Thus, when the Wife states: "1 warrant our Rafe will look finely when he's dressed." (90, I), true
satire will indeed be expressed against the blind middle-class
viewers. Imagine the possible humour in Rafe's first speech as
he misquotes the hero of heroes, the valiant of valiants--Hotspur of Henry IV, Part 1.
_
Th e Wife also sympathizes with Mrs. Merrythought and Mic h a e l , Mrs. Merrythought is not only a bitchy wife, 'but a
greedy miser with n 0 intentions of giving up money to her son,
and Michael is not a cute child but a Iittle.devil ,
Venturewell should be the epitome of the middle-class: ambitious, conniving, quick, jerky, tr ying to squeeze money out of
the upper-class and doltish Humphrey.(played by Steve Van Sant.)
for whom the Citizen and Wife have such an affectiotl.
Jasper, along with his father, thetl becomes the true prota
a tli s t a f the plot, both hated by the Wife and her husband. In
this mantler, Detlnis DeGiootwouldescape the awkwardness and
un c e r t a i n ty (whichhe did a very poor job of not shOWing)of a
romantic, serious actor withitl a comic s,ituation..
Th e cast, expecially the Prologue played by Brad Brommer,
s h a u 1d have played in the easy, large-gestured, flamboyant,
aristocratic manner 0 f a 17th- century m::upetrying to appeal to
nobles sitting- in the balconies, thereby accentuating their differetlces with Rafe and his patrons. A rather different type of
etlcounter between the Citizetl and Prologue at the begitltling of
the play w ou I d ha ve then occurred. Blocking would have givetl
emphasiS to th e stupid middle-class grocer and wife near the

i-

e nd of the play, and less of a focus upon the actual plot of The
Lotldon Merchant.
--

Finally, 1 think the greatest evidence of this tension between
Merry thought, and George and Nell, should have been emphasized
as they both demand a tragic ending to the plot, with Rafe as the
romantic, dying, chivalric hero. The epitome of their world~i~ht and romantic mentality clearly indicates that their atupidity IS much more than lack of concern with the aesthetic element;
rather, ,it is a lack of appreciation of what life is really about. '
In general, the two performances which I saw, indicated poor
blocking and some poor acting. Cheryl Van Zee gave the audience
more of her back than her front. Some of the counter-crosses
between Gary Wondergem and Steve Van Sant displayed the suhtlety of an elephant. Stage right, when used was rather cluttered
blocking off all chances of keeping an eye on Hattie Allen and'
Mike Eperna. Gary Wondergemdisplayed a particular attraction
for something just right and back of center-stage.
.The various actors had their own problems as well: stumbling
':"-thl1~es and poorly-voiced delivery (Steve Van Sant), poor articulatio~ (Kathy Koning), monotone (Gary Wondergem), the very
sloppy mistake of brushing away hair, and a not-tao-subtle anticipation of when lines are to be said, a Iack of poignance with
gestures, and a continual focusing of eyes on the audience when
they should have been on stage (Dennis DeGroot).
Some actors displayed a lack of total body movement. Gestures
·v.:ere limite~ to re~titive movements of the limbs, or simply facial expr'essrons (Richard Dykstra). They might have taken more
notice of Brenda Dieken's movemejit, or that of Dennis DeGroot
during the ghost scene.
Hattie Allen, in turn should be thanked for her good job, al0ugh ~he was off-guard on several occasions, making an obVlOUS
display of what looked like tiredness.
.
Above all, Mike Epema should be congratulated. His characterwas. the most. consis.tent, and his effort at achieveing tint goal
v.:as .eVld~ntin his continual concern with keeping himself busy:
?IcI<;inghi~ t~eth, chewing a piece of stick, or simply reclining
In hIS chatr In a very possessive,
self-assured manner.
The make-up jobs of the Woman and the Man (Colleen Rockwell
and Frank Lanting) are worth mentioning. It was rather difficult
to find the eyes of Steve Van Sant, under his make-up, or the
face of Brad Brommer under his red hat.
Although I do have other criticisms, I think that my most rnajar "beefs" have been laid down. I truly hope that I have pre -'
sented them in a truly Christian manner. lwouldappreciate the
comments of those who disagree with what has been said.

tI:

0

IN REPLY:
As members of the play cast, we wish to respond to Mark'acritfque,
Our comments are not in total disagreement, but we would endeavor to offer some explanation as well as an appreciation for what we
consider to be his constructive Christian criticism.
First we wish to thank Mark for his interest in the performance,
and the attitude in which his comments were expressed. We truly
believe his" beefs" to be conce tved in a spirit of Christian concern
for quality.
Also, we offer as a general explanation to many of Mark's comments, circumstances which Mark probably didn't lmow ens-ted.
The time factor in _thisproduction limited us extensively as did the
lack of cooperation(we m~t admit) ofthe entire caste In addition,
we must strive for the best interpretations, techniques, and general
aesthetic value in a production, but we mustkeep in mind the limitations of even our best attempts.
It seems to us a conflict exists in the relationship of the audience
and the production. Either a play must orientate iu.elf to the audience or the audience must be oriented to the play. Admittedly the
fonner was the case in the Knight of the Burning Pestle; whereas
Mark would have us employ the latt~:re Perhaps a combining of the
two facets should be cnnsiderede
We hope Mark's critique a.s well as our response will urge an arousal of interest and effort in dramatic presentations at Dordt in the
future.
Hilda Haveman

Practice Teach ing" 197 4, In Retrospect
Practice
Teaching, 1974has been over for a'month and 103
seniors are back on caIDJPus. Of the 56 elementary and 47 secondary education students, many have already accepted contracts
to teach
at schools all over North America. How did they get
the jobs? Not impressive G. P. A!s or even pleasant interviews
pave th e road to success. Practice teaching recommendations
from college
supervisors and co-operating teachers are often
decisive.
But Dr. James Veltkamp, Associate Professor of Education at
Dar d t College, termed the practice teaching performance this
year as good. "Where there were weaknesses at the outset, the
college supervisors tried to bring.it to the student's attention, "
he said, "and by the end, the improvement was usually remark-'
able.

and Mike Eperna

- -Janet VIieg

As Director of Practice Teaching, Dr. Veltkamp works with
fi fte e nco liege supervisors from different departments, who
participate in the program mostly at the secondary level. ''Not
all schools do that, "Dr. Veltkamp remarked. "But it makes it
rna re' interdisciplinary.
These professors arc well qualified,
having had experience at those levels." Mr. Arkema, principal
of Orange City Chris tian School, and Mr. Likkel joined the education department in supervising the elementary education students.
Of the twenty-two different ~chool systems welcoming Dordt
practice teachers, nine were Christian school systems. Because
the public schools have larger systems, more students could be
placed there. "The public schools are very co-operative, very
eager to have our students, " noted Dr. Veltkamp. "They think
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plained: "For me it's a hard job to work a Christian perspective
into your teaching. You have to sit downwith your practice
teacher and help her to work it out as well, to impart to her that
it's much more than a "good" atmosphere. ','
Many hours before and after school find the co-operating and
the practice teacher going over problem areas and lesson plans.
"As teachers, it's part of our professional duty, part of our obligation, " said a Kinsey Elementary teacher, "to be able to help
them and give our time." Expressing similar thoughts somewhat
differently, Agnes Struik ,stated: "I think Christian education
oughtto be a communal thing. Wecan help them feel their calling
in the field of education, so together we can help children understand'creation." She continued, "It's howto carry out the classroom work that they need help in. There's ways of working your
lessons out that emphasize dealing with the whole child, as opposed to manipulating him, filling him with facts. "

Dr. James Veltkamp,

Director of Practice Teaching

we've got well-trained p eo pie, who know what to do when they
get there, who're willing to do an honest day's work and--I believe--they see there's somethingpeculiai:ly different about them.
AndI maintain that's because of their Christian commitment. "
AlthoughDordt is in the business of Christian education, Dr.
Veltkampwarned: "We shouldn't look down our noses at the public schools. There are Christians out there. We, as Christian
Reformedpeople, ought to realize we aren't the only Christians.
Why,in the summer I teach at a university and I have many good
friends there. "
Yet Dr. Veltkamp gives his students special instructions when
theypractice teach in the public schools. "They have to be cautious. I warn them, " he pointed out. "This is a good experience. Many don't know those differences exist. They come
back and they have a greater appreciation for Christian education." He paused. "Now, then again, it depends on which public school. "
Inthe interview, Dr. Veltkamp stated that "I'd personally like
to get rid of the grade, but we' always get a negative reaction
fromthe Board and some students." But, when asked to comment
on "the grade, " students and co-operating teachers were anything
but complimentary.
"Either get rid of grades completely, or give three grades to
coverdifferent areas, " said Audrey Smid, who worked with five
German classes, Audrey practice taught at th e Sibley Public
HighSchool. "You're putting eight weeks of work into one grade
andI don'tknow how valid that is. I think it'd probably be more
valid for your co-operating teacher to write out a thorough recommendation."
Agnes Struik , fifth grade teacher at Sioux Center Christian
School,had similar ideas. "I don't like the evaluation for practice teachers, especially the grade, " she said. "I've thought of
eli vidingIt into three parts, for ins tance, clas sroom management,
lesson preparation and execution of the lesson plan. "
One of the co-operating teachers at Kinsey Elementary (Public) School in Sioux Center s ta te d: "I'm dissatisfied with the
wholeevaluation. I definitely feel it should be improved. To
me,it's toobroad, especially as far as lower elementary is concerned. Dordt should have an hour and a half session with all
theco-operating teachers before and tell us specifically how much
theyexpect. I mean, one teacher could be very critical and detailish and expect a lot. "
JohnPoot, whopractice taught five classes of History and Geography at Unity Christian High School in Orange City, agreed.
"Onegrade doesn't show a whole lot. It's t60 vague," he said.
"Perhaps they could grade different aspects," suggested Jay
Kelderman, German practice teacher at Unity. "Maybe break
it upinto categories such as discipline or classroom work, All
teachers have different s trengths and weaknesses.
"I wouldlike to see a more expanded type of evaluation.," said
GinnyWarner. "At least a recording of the pluses and minuses
onthe transcripts.
They should be able to work something better out." Ginny spent her eight weeks with the second grade at
BenFranklin Elementary (Public)School in Sibley. "And we never get to see what our teacher said about us, " she added. "I
thinkwe should be able to. "
Other difficulties came up in discussions concerning the college supervisors. Many practice teachers wonder how the supervisor can in any way contribute to a fair evaluation on the basis
ofthree observations.
Ultimately, the co-operating teacher bears the most influence
oneach practice teaching experience. "You're the example and
they're learning from you," pointed out Agnes Struik. She ex-

Not one student interviewed denied the practical value of practice teaching, although some questioned the worth of post-practice teaching education courses. "Theory was nothing until I
could put it into practice," said Diane Rotman, second grade
practice teacher at Sioux Center Christian. ~"Theory told me
what to do, but theory didn't tell me how to solve all the little
side problems that come "along." ,
"Although I enjoyed it," stated Linda Wind, "I learned that
is a lot ofwork. The work never ends. But I would have liked to
have the methods classes I'm having nowbefore I practice' taught. "
Linda spent her time at Kinsey Elementary's grade five.
"Getting out and actually teaching shows how much you have to
plan and organize, " said Ginny Warner.
•
,
"You learn certain ways of disciplining students, to evaluate
them and make quick decisions, " said John Poot.
Jay Kelderman now has "a better perception of what teaching
is, how to relate to and get along with kids at the high school
level. "
Withaninterestin psychology, Diane Rotman found the chance
to "get. close to the kids" significant. ''More than the subject
matter, the personalities in the class interested me. I'm helping to make or break twenty-seven personalities as to whether
they adjust to the educational process. "
Teaching in a public school placed some Dordt studentsIn a
challenging situation. "In a Christian school you can go on certain assumptions," explained Audrey Smid, "that language has
been created by God and that the students will appreciate that.
It would be easier for the student in the Christian school to accept that there are laws which uphold lariguage and the complexity
andbeautyofit.
It's difficult whenyou're teaching German skills
to emphasize your Christian perspective. But I tried to show
what language is. I dorr't think your Christianity can be forced."
In the public elementary school, Ginny Warner felt she had to
"stay on it shallow level. I couldn't come out and say the real
meanings behind things. I felt stifled. "
Linda Falkena agreed "you can't have the same kind of teaching experience because your commitment can't be spoken." But
Linda fel t actions might in some way make up for words. "Then
again, we shouldn't look down on the public 'schools as much as
we do. If they're willing to co-operate with us, we should show
some appreciation back, " she said.
'
The practice teaching program, like any program, can always
use improvement and practice teachers were generous with helpful suggestions. "Mint-teaching helped me know the needs of
students," said Diane Rotman, "butit could be improved by letting the students teach a class--not just be an aid for an hour-to take the clas s as a whole. "
.
"It would have been good," said Jay Kelderman, "to have a
methods course with at least a week of classroom observing to
see how a teacher sets up. "
"Mint-reaching should be expanded and started much earlier, "
advised Linda Falkena. "There should be alot more practical
things in the methods courses." Linda, too, thought that the
post-practice teaching courses should have been offered before
practice teaching.
'
"Dordtshould give more guidelines to the co-operating teachers, " said Diane Rotman. "I was just glad my teacher and I got
along sowell. I'm agains t the freedom Withinthe program. Dordt
should demand th at the students make up a study unit. They
should have more case studies of individual students and observe
other classrooms and evaluate other teachers. I expected practice teaching to be a lot rougher and more strenuous. "
Practice Teaching, 1974, in retrospect: "Itisn'tas easy a job
as it seems to be," said the co-operating teacher. "By the time
practice teaching is in the sixth or seventh week, you're extremely frustrated. Things gomuch slower because the practice teacher wants to do a good job. You wish you could get back in there
and do it. "

Practice Teaching, 1974, in retrospect:
lot, " said the practice teacher.

"I learned an awful
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Receiving a B,A, from Dordt College may not ence s in the European educational system may be
mean you spend all your days on the plains of corny the reason for the situation at the teachers college.
Iowa. Next year two Dordt students, Kees Poppe The European high schools are much more demandand Sandy Cooper, will be studying in Austria and ing than North American, the universi ties more
Germany. Dordt junior, Gary Cookson, spent the difficult to enter. The teachers college educated
past summer and first semester studying German
some of those students who couldn't enter the uniin Aus trta. A member of an Iowa Universities study versities.
abroad program, Cookson left for Austria last June
Gary's living quarters, far from ideal added to
and returned in January,
his disappointment. Whenhe first came to KlagenThe program Gary participated in concentrated
furt he, like the other program st udents , lived
on teaching the students German. To enter the prowith a family. He felt accepted as part of the famgram the student must have taken a certain number
ily and enjoyed his stay. However, a sick elderly
of German courses previously. Once in Austria,
aunt moved in w i th the family and his room was
the professors, from various universities of Iowa,
needed, so out he went. What he moved into was a
taught the program students German writing and closet, or nearly so. "There was a bed and a table
reading skills. Later on in the program instruction
and chair, that's all , The German word for such a
was from Austrian teachers,
room is like 'closet' and that's what it was, " he reThe program was divided into summer and fall
called. His life in the 'closet' lasted three months,
sessions.
When they' arrived in Austria the first
Members of the program seemed to have a difftmonth ofinstruction took place in Millstatt, a small
cui t time getting to know the Austrian students.
Austrian town. While studying there Gary stayed
Gary did (though) find some friends during his stay.
in a hotel, along with the other students. The Uni- The differences between our North American culversity of Vienna dorms were.Iii s home for the next ture and the European way of life impressed Gary,
two months while the students attended German , He explained that you never left a light OI1' or heatclasses at the University of Vienna. The summer
eda room when you weren't occupying it, The reprogram wi th its sight-seeing trips, such as a three
frigerators were tiny, there were no deep freezers
day trip to Salzburg, Gary preferred to the fall proand it was sometimes difficult to figure out how to
gram.
flush the toilet, He never saw worse drivers either.
In, the fall the group attended classes at a small
In all the program cost $3,000, whi ch Gary thought
teachers college in Klagenfurt , Austria .. Here he was probably cheap and concludes he got what he
and the other program students were instructed by paid for . Though his fall program had its difficulAustrian teachers in German: Literature, writing
ties he didn't wantto return in January. After gradand Austrian culture and environment. The small
uation he would like to do post graduate work in a
s'i zed college (400 students) offered only limited
German university.
courses and acadernical l y Gary felt it was inferior.
Students usually did not study by text books, outside
projects and term papers were unheard of, they
just took class notes. Gary suggested the differ-

features
James Ward·
About 350 students are
expected to attend the 1974
[union - Senior Banquet in
the Gym on May 4.
James Ward will provide
m us i cal entertainment.
MC for the night, Gerald
Rutgers, ,described Ward
a s a "very with-it musician," contemporary and
Christian.' Ward studied
under Prof. Magee when
the latter taught at Covenant College.
The program further includes music by the Stage
Band, poetry reading by
Prof. H. Cook, and a student and faculty skit.
Th e first cup of punch
will be poured at 6 p. m.
sharp.
Tickets are requir ed to get in and can be
bought for $1.25 (boarding
students) or $2.25 (nonboarding students). Fric1ly
is the last day 0 f ticket
sales.

Dordt campus:
site of summer Bib·le conference

Commencement
planned
Commencementexercises for 177 Dordt seniors
will take place at lOA. M.,
Friday, May IOth in the
gymnasium. State Senator Robert Vander Laan
from Grand Rapids, Michigan, will speak on the
topic, "Revised Horizons."
The program for Dordt' s
I Oth annual commencement will include special
numbers by Concert Choir
with Mr .. Rudy Zuiderveld
as organist.
Earlier Fridaymorning,
seniors will have their fi nal get-together at the

The Midwest Youth Bible Conference
will be held for the 4th year on Dordt's
campus, July 26 - 30. Approximately
175 members of Young Peoples' societies in South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,
Illinois, and Michigan are expected to
attend this conference sponsored by
ministers and youth groups from Nnthwest Iowa.
Dr. Gerard Van Groningen, professor
at the Reformed Theological Seminary
in Jackson, Mississippi, will base his
talks on the five points of Calvinism
His topics, to Ibe followed by group discussions, are: "Choosing Me, Even
senator R. v an der Laan
Me, Changing Me, and Keeping Me "
Overall theme for the conference is
President's
Breakf as t , "My God, How Great Thou Art!"
held in the WestCommons.
Th e purpose of the conference, acRev. an'\.Mrs. B.J. Haan cording to Rev. Henry Vanden Heuval,
will entertain as host and one of those organiz ing the conference;
hostess, with Rev. Haan is "to encourage young people of our
giving a short farewell
churches to study the Bible and encourmessage.

;....

--Ellen Vlieg

TIii'¥ r\ttl!te !3uiliness Executi ves Club and inner city areas.

"The greatest
enjoyed'tts thl'rdlttnual spring banquet contribution it (the corporation) can
on Wednesday; April 17. Approximate make is to provide job opportunly 70"business studerrs, .alumnt, and ities, " he said.
spechi!~Mtsattended.
The evening also involved announceHighlight of the evening was Mr. Tom ments of award winners. Harvey JanG. Kamp and his address, "Manage sen, the club's pr es ldent, received
ment in a Ra p i d 1Y Changing Envi- the annual Wall Street Journal award.
ronment." As 0 n e of its four pres- The Business department had chosen
idents' Mr. Kamp described the world him as its most outstanding senior.
Wide business operations 0 f Control Jack Heinen, as a senior of next year,
Data Peripheral Products, a com puter was a w a r d e dfhe first R.J. Dykstra
hardware company; "Management or- Scholarship of $300. In presentiilgthe
ganization and accountability, "he said award, Mr. R. J. Dykstra said, "It is
"are critical to the success of any com- highly necessary that Christians go inpany. "
to Business Administration. "
In discussing the social res ponsibility
Election of board members for next
of business, Mr. Kamp outlined sev- year's club also took place. Redsults
eral programs in which Control Data we r e announced at the close f the
has taken jobs to people in low income evening.

Ter Horst

age greater spiritual growth in the
Bible and the Reformed faith." He ernphasized that this conference is not
set up in competition with Young Calvinist Federation activities like the
Convention.
Working closely with Dr. Van Cr oningen as Spiritual Director is Rev. John
Van Ens, pastor in Vermillion, South
Dakota. He serves as co-ordinator of
activities, including campfires, hymn
sings, and opening' devotions· at the
meetings.
To highlight recreational activities,
a raft race down the Sioux River in
Oak Grove State Park is planned. Other
sports include swimrn ing at Sandy Hollow and bowling in the SUB. Sundayafternoon the young people have been invited to visit area churches and eat
dinner in various homes. In the evening, there will be a mass hymn sing in
Sioux Center Bethel CRC for everyone
interested.

,Future .xecutives enjoy banquet
~.,',. .
".:\'~,'ti':'· '

--Sharon

Mr. Tom G. Kamp speaks to Iu ture executives.

film

Committee projects ahead

Poe I receives chem award

--Vern Van Hofwegen

This past year, eleven
SO¢ was also appreciated.
Dar k, Shop on Main Street,
Another Dordt student
man said, the thing that
full -length films we r e
That admission fee is es - DlYOf the Jackal, Sounder, has done it again! Mary maker> this reward worthshownfor the benefit of the pecially appreciable when Romeo and Juliet, an d Poel, a pre - med senior while is the recognition
Dordt students.
A wide
one considers the costs in- Sleuth. The committee is here at the ,colleg~, has accompanying it, and the
variety existed,
ranging valved in r e n tin g films. also considering American been rewarded the "Out- honor of receiving it.
fromthe literature-orientVarious financial arrange- Graffiti.
Next year's film standing Senior Chemistry
Mary has won one other
ed Othello to the hilarious ments with various film - committee will choose the Major" award, given by the reward in the past. While
IlJtch Cassidy, including rental companies usually rest of the films at the be- Sioux Valley Section of the a freshman she recetved
tIioughtprovokirg showings calledfor tight budget con- ginning of the school year. American Chemistry So- the "Freshman Chemistry
such as The Heart is a d.ttons , Even though
This
school year still ciety. She was nominated Award."
LonelyHunter..
money was lost on the ex- .holds two more films. On by the Chemistry
Depart.
After graduation,
Mary
Members ohhe film com - pensive, recently-released
May 3, Far from the Mad- ment at Dordt. This prize plans on going to the U. of
mitteediatr ibutcd quest bn- films, cheaper films gen- ding Crowd will be shown, is not given soletyon the Michigan Medical School,
airesconcerrnrg the films. erally seemed to make up and King Rat will be pro- gr au n d s of academic a- w h i c h has a 4- year pzoThe quesnonaires were
the losses for their show-jected on May 6, Review chievemcnt,
but also on gram.
givento the three crowds ings were well-attended.
Day.
the degree of involvement
whichcame to view What's
The financial situation of The members of the film in various campus life acUp Doc? WhICh turned out the committee was a 1s 0 commit tee who deserve
tivities.
to lJethe best attendedand
set back
by those who credit include professor
The award entitles her
the best liked film of the gained free entrance in one Alberda, professor Cook, to a 6-month membership
year.
..
.
way or another.
Striher
professor
Reynolds, Jay in the American Chemistry
The qucsnonaires
tned regulritions~fentran~eand
Van Groningen, Sar ah Stu- Society, alongwithal-year
tofind out the general at- departure WIll most lIkely key, Dennis De Groot, and subscr iption to SCIentific
titudes towards the pro- be part of next year's show -Syd Hielerna ,
American.
As or. MaatPlans are already being
grams.
While comedy 'mgs.
'.
made for Dordt's 7th Anseemed to be the type of Keeping the finances in
nual Fall Retreat at Lake
filmwhich was enjoyed the mind, as well as the popOkiboji.
To be held Sepmost, the thought provok- ular opinion of the students,CI
tern
ber
6
and
7, the retreat
ingtype came in second. this year's film committee
will
involve
the faculty"
Othellorecieved only two has been ordering for next
and
larger
Dordt
commuvotesof approval from the year" The amount of rnonviewers. Most students
ey g i ve n to them by the
The Thalians are inviting the Opera Guild to their nity.
M'
The theme for the spir ifeitthe selection of films Special Events Committee
. imescrearn Social on Friday, April 26at IO·OOp.m tual retreat will be "Comwas, as the questionaire
will shrink considerably
m the West Commons, right after the Choral Fest. 1
Th
1
munity in Christ. " Speakwordedit, "good."
Very w hen they rent the $400 Iva.
. ere wi 1 be a SO¢ entrance charge.
Southfewstudents termed any Doctor Zhivago for next west Christian High will present a shortmime
show. ers will be chosen at the
ofthefilms as offensive in year's orientation.
FolMonday, April 29, the Pre-Sernrjluh will listen to
next Spiritual Activities'
.Committee
meeting and 0taste'. One of the few who lowing that, approxnnately
a tape on "Baptism of the Holy SpInt" by Mr. Harther activities
might i ndid carry this complaint tw 0 films will be shown vey Conn of Westminster
Theological Serrlinary
seemedto have a problem every month (in compariThis meeting will be held at 8 p. m. in the SUB con- elude panel discusaions on
withMy Fair Lady.
son to an average of one ference room.
If time permits,
"Exorcism"
will. th ekthemde.
Vande f
Ker , stu ent c arrrnan 0
C-lbO appeared to bea per month this past year), also get a hearing.
The Language Club is concluding its season with-a . the orgarnz ing committee,
satisfactory and usually comingto a total ofl6 films.
"excellent" room for view- Some of the films already German night on Tuesday, April3Q.ln C-lS8. Slides WIll be working WIth area _
Dordt students throughout
ing, and the low costo!
ordered include Wait Until a f Austria and German songs w i]l be intersperced
with German food. All are welcome for the 7 p. m , the summer to final ize remeeting.
treat plans.

Fall Retreat

planned

'b

U S

contribute to campus

J::n.

Students serve on. panel
Five senior elementary
education majors traveled
toSioux Ci t y with Dr.
Veitkamp on Wednesday,
April10, to participate in
themeeting of the Woodillry Coun~yChapter o~ the
IowaReading Association,
CarolNetz , Elaine Vander
Hart, Cindy Sjaardema,
LindaFalkena, and Mary
Feikerna served ana panel
moderated by Dr. Veltkamppresenting and dIS cussingrecent trends and
issuesin the area of reading. Many reading specialists from the Sioux

City schools and other area schools were present.
There are various Reading Chapters throughout
the United States which belong to the International
Reading Association.
The
Northwest Iowa Chapter is
one of the more active
chapters
in the state of
Iowa and Dr. Veltkamp has ,
contributed much t a its
success by offering his expertise in that area.
The audience ga ve a fine
response to the effort put
forth by the Dordt
students.

Pre-sems view astronomy
"Astronomy needs a bibHcalinterpretation,"
Rev.
R.Hodgson told the pre semclub on April 15. In
hisspeech, Rev. Hodgson
demonstrated "how we
shouldrelate the finds of
astronomy to the Gospel
message. "
Secular astronomers talk
aboutthe greatness of the
galaxiesand not about the
relationof man to creation,
Rev.Hodgson said.
Headvised the pre -sems
thatwhen they go into the
ministry, they must have

an awareness of the greal:-ne s s of God's 'creation ..
See;'ng that, they mus t go
marrlanswerthepsalmi~s
question: "What is man?"
(Ps.8).
Manis important,
not because he is clever,
but because he is uniquely
God's creature, God's image bearer,
call edt 0
serve Him, Rev. Hodgson
maintained.
Summing up. Rev. HodgSon concluded: "Astronomy
is important to appreciate
Jesus Christ anew from a
cosmic Point of view. "

The SUB lounge became Taylor-style,
he otrummaJ
an ampitheater
for the
"Oh, Susanna."
PACS (Philadelphia Assoc- Sydplayedpianomusic"
iatim fa- Christian Schools) mUSIC written by himself.
benefit concert,
Saturday Sylvia, whom most hadn't
evening, April 13. Main heara sing, sangthewords
performers
were
Joh n thatSyd also wrote for six
,Fluck, Syd Hielema, and songs. The "close" group
Svlvia Feddema.'
(as John called them) com )ohn demonstrated
his bined for" All Good Gifts",
guitar playing ability while taken from Godspell, thIS
singing a variety of songs time Syd played a recordby S i,n on and Ga rfunk1e er instead of a piano.
(excerpts from Bookends),
Adding variety,
Clayton
some from Godspell, two llinzeisen,
on tenorsaxaselections
by the g r a u p phone, played a solo; and
"Lazarus "; and in James Dale Leensvaart
(piano),

Jim Van Rye (guitar), and
Gary Ritzema (drums) per'
formed the Dordt
Alma
Mater in fa u r different
styles:
"regular,"
Bachstyle, rag-time,
and the
best, blues-style:
Gary
Wondergem. takIng
a
break fran his 17th cynt\Jry
pla~ practice,
treated the
audience With hIS once-ayear performance,
smgIng
and playing his guitar for
threE' selectIOns ..
The PACSbenefIt concert
showed, once again, that
there's a lot of talent Hoating around this campus.
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Where has all the
money gone?
--Cheryl

7 wins, 9 losses for baseball team
--Lee Luhrs

Otte

Start with a balance or$2500, add to that an intake
of $3000 a nd then subtract approximately $5000
worth of expenses and you have a rough draft of the
Do rd t College Varsity Club's financial report for
tills year.
The Club's function is to supportthe entire phy sica 1 education department of Dordt College. If
any type of equipment is needed, it's the club's jobto render the adequate financing.
The Varsity Club's membership consists of approximately 35 "Letterers" and is headed by President
Tim Schiebout. According to him, the enthusiasm
this year's members have shown is excellent. An
outstanding amount of ambition has caused the club
to produce on a top notch basis.
I n addition to producing the baskctr.all programs
for e a c h game, contributions to the P. E. department include new.equipment. The Club has a.:u;,,··
ted the Bas e ball team by purchasing a pitching
machine. The Basketball team noticed the Club's
e f for t s through the addition of a rebounding machine. The newest addition is a contraption called
a universal gy m , a type of weight lifting device,
being purchased for $1300.
As far as activities for the club itself, they have
been few in number. The only major happening
was the Club's trip to Omaha to see a professional
basketball game. They also arranged and financed
to have Dick Schultz come and speak on the topic of
Christian Athletics.
Where does the money for all of this come from?
From one source: the operation of the concession
stand. The stand was open well over 30 times this
year, with all 0 f the members taking turns behind
the counter.
Through the concession stand, the
Club has kept itself and the P. E. department in a
stable condition,

Dordt College's baseball team is pro.
gressing nicely with a 6 win, 4 loss
record since their spring road trip.
Games played have seen Dordtwin two
from SiouxFalls (9-2), (4-2). Yankton
bombed the Defenders 15-5 and 5-4.
Errors were a big factor in the two
games, with Dordt committing an embarrassing 13errors " Last Saturday
the Defenders split with Dakota State.
They lost the opener 17-7, but Dordt
rebounded 8-5 in the second game,
making the Dordt total of 7 wins, 9 losses. Lyle Faber picked up the win.
Dirksen and Petersen both hit home runs
in the contest. Faber has 4 wins to his
credit this year and has helped his own
cause by contributing a high hitting average .. Dan Gritter continues to do
well in both the hitting and fielding departments.
Th e team batting average is .291,
which is very high and may be one of

Dordt downs NW and Morningside
in soccer action
I n soccer action t his
tw 0 wins already under
spring, Dordt is presently their belt. ~lthough ~rdt
building upanother winning was not playing as skIllfulstreak. In the two games ly as it could, control of
the team has played so far the gam e was in the i r
the DordtSoccerClub has' hands. Dordt's first goal
emerged as the victors.
came late in the first periodand was quicklyfolbwed
Saturday, April 13, saw by another in the opening
the Dordt team take on the minutes of the second. AlRed Raiders in Orange City thoughthe offence was, at
It seemed that Northwest- times, unable to penetrate
ern would have the edge in the Northwestern defence,
the game because they had Dordt'sdefensive playgave
RogAddink, his first shutout of the season. The fi nal score was 2-0. A return match With the Red
Raiders was scheduled for
the following Wednesday
but, for some unknown,
matches. Wind and Otte reason, Northwestern decombine d to face their cided to cancel out.
The second game of the
singles opponents andwon
season
was played in Sioux
by t a kin g a tiebreaker
City
against
thevMorn lng5-2 points after a match
sid
e
team
and
a 30 mph
that was tied 10-10. Morwind.
Taking
advantage
of
ey and Ha a n los t 5-10 ,
the
wind
in
the
first
half
thus ending the meet, 3-3.

Tennis and softball face first opposition
April 18 saw the tennis
and softball teams both
fa c in g their first opponents for this year's seasons.

the highest in the region. CoachAltern
still cited defense as our main drawback, but he is still looking for the Defenders to play some fine games.
Coach Altena commented tha t this
year's seniors were a great asset to
the team and should be congratulated
for their ability. They are:4-year letterman, Da n Gritter, 3-year Dave
Heimstra, and 2 -year Ierterwtnner,
Bernard Gabrielse.
Dordt's JV's played Northwestern and
won 3-2 in 10 innings. Dave Heimstra
coached the game a~ part of his independent study and controlled the team
for the win. Ivan Van Duyn was the
winning pitcher.
On Aprtl 30 at 1:00 Dordt will play
Northwestern her e at home. 'This
game as usual means alot to the players and spectator attendance and participation wouldbe welcomed by coach
and player alike.

#1 seeded Linda Wind and
#4 seeded DebHaan coming up·wit h victories in
t he i riO game matches
with scores 10-3 and 10-5
respecttvely.
#2 and #3
Her e in Sioux Center see de d singles, Cheryl
the Do r d t girls took on Otte and Sharon Morey,
the netters from Buena lost to the opposition 5-10
Vista and came out with and 4-10. The two teams
Meanwhile, the softball
a tie, 3-3. Singles saw al so split their doubles te a m was hitting balls
a r 0 u n d Northwestern's
field in their triangular
against Buena Vista and
Mt. Marty. They first
to 0 k 0 n ,},1t. Marty and
walked
off with a 16-6
victory. FreshmanSherry Van Gorp was sighted
.
as the winning pitcher.
The I-M office has be.en upfor the last three events. The team hit well, incluthe hub of much aen vrty The I -M swim meet was din a homerun by Ruth
throughout the past school wonbythe freshmen. Shar- V gz
d tri 1 th t
an eean
a ripie , a
year. It has been a year on Tiemstra (Fresh. ) and could have been a homeof records b~oken and re- Cheryl Schuling (Fresh.) run b Jud Fopma. But
cords set. It s been a year have both completed 100 th
Y
ainst
of great participation and miles for the 100Mile cue. B e seVc?n gamethaegroles
.
,uena
IS
lots of fun forboth partieFor more complete Inferd atsaw
th 1 st 6 16
'
'...
reverse as ey 0
-.
Ipant~ and spectators alike. matron on the 'happemngs' Van Gor started at pitAs It now stands the sen - .rn I -M, please check the , h
P b twas re.
have 779 porn
. t'S, jun -, 'W'hat s up Doc ? "bulletin l'c er dagam
rors
b K, u E
1
iors 832, sophomores 787, Thank yougoes ~utto Nan_' kleve
y Aaren ~m~hand freshmen 781. Yet to cy Matheis and Clarence
amp.
IPpabre~hy e
be tabulated are Women's Oudman for 2 years of ex- tettm w~s ~
~l ~~nfootball, Men's softball, cell~nt work 0 n Dordt's ta yan. p YSlca y, 1 us
Men's bowlin,g, Men and I-M comrru'ttee, Yourti'= accounting for their oss, ---Baseball
Women's Decathlon and an and effort has been much
I -M track and field meet, appreciated,
There is still time to sign

the orange clad hustlers
kicked in three goals. How
ever, in tqe second pertoa,
activity inthe DustBowlbe
came hectic as Mlrningside carre on strorg, Mrtt'
ingside picked up one goal
off of a fr e e k i c k and
pressed to tie up the game.
Their effort was tonoavail
The Dordt defensemanage:l
to send the ball back up the
field after each rush. To
top it off, a Dordtoffence
late in the game resulted
in Dick Adema managing
to push the ball over me
goal line ina goal- front
scramble. Dordt's second
win was a tidy 4-1.
With a few games left in
the season the Dordt Soccer team expects to see
more action. They wi 11
try to maintain their winning streak but will have
to emphasise precise passing and positioning in orderto do so.

Briefly speaking . • •

1

0;-:

U~

team sits in the sun, w'atches the action.

